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Denny
Veteran


Members
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Posted January 2, 2005  Report post

At �rst i wasn't gonna post this, but i �gured what the hell. Jstout found this using that
FCEUXD Debugger, so all credit goes to him for �nding it. With these you can change the
music that plays during on �eld drives. My 1962 edit will have changed music, maybe some
others. Here's the offsets and values....
Preseason Music
x255F7 = Player 1
x255F8 = Player 2
Pro Bowl Music
x255F9 = Player 1
x255FA = Player 2
Season Music
x255FB = Player 1
x255FC = Player 2
Playoff Music
x255FD = Player 1
x255FE = Player 2
Songs
3C = Pro Bowl Player 1 Music
3D = Pro Bowl Player 2 Music
3E = Playoff Player 1 Music
3F = Playoff Player 2 Music
40 = Season Player 1 Music
41 = Season Player 2 Music
42 = Preseason Player 1 Music
43 = Preseason Player 2 Music
Have fun! 
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Posted June 6, 2006  Report post

Bumping this since there has been some interest recently.
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Tecmo Legend


Members
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Posted June 6, 2006  Report post

Is there a way to put other songs in the game? I really like the Tecmo Bowl (not TSB) music.
That would be awesome to have that music in TSB.
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Posted June 6, 2006  Report post

These offsets are telling the game to "play song 3C" thus you're just substituting one song
for another.
To change the actual music to something not in the TSB rom, you'd be looking at replacing a
long string of hexadecimals with another.
Here's one method
I doubt many people on this board have the paitence to do it.
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Knobbe
Tecmo Godfather

Posted June 6, 2006  Report post
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Founder of T-Borg

This would be pretty much the same concept as changing players names as they're all
mapped with pointers.
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Elsewhere

@Tecmogodfather

 TecmoSuperBowl Facebook

 Join us on Discord

Tecmobowl Twitch

Youtube

 
"You fail all of the time. But you aren't a failure until you start blaming someone else" - Bum
Phillips

  GRG said:

These offsets are telling the game to "play song 3C" thus you're just substituting one
song for another.
To change the actual music to something not in the TSB rom, you'd be looking at
replacing a long string of hexadecimals with another.
Here's one method
I doubt many people on this board have the paitence to do it.
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Posted June 6, 2006  Report post

Umm, where can I �nd this ROM Corruptor?

  Quote

  GRG said:

These offsets are telling the game to "play song 3C" thus you're just substituting one
song for another.
To change the actual music to something not in the TSB rom, you'd be looking at
replacing a long string of hexadecimals with another.
Here's one method
I doubt many people on this board have the paitence to do it.

Knobbe
Tecmo Godfather

               

             

Posted June 7, 2006  Report post

you can just google up Rom Corruptor and there are several different ones available.
Anything involving a Rom Corruptor is going to be painful as it basically just randomly
garbles a rom.
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Posted March 18, 2010  Report post

Hex editor, I have not seen an editor that will allow you to change the music. NES TSB music
can be changed with a hex editor..

  Quote

  JobDodger said:

How do you actually change the In-Game music in a hex editor, or any kind of editor?

JohnnyLaRue
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Location: Holland

Posted April 2, 2010  Report post

Dunno if this helps any but it seems you use this tool (MCK)
http://www.geocities.co.jp/Playtown-Denei/9628/
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Posted April 8, 2010  Report post

Editing the music is cool and everything.. but I heard messing with perfection is never a
good thing.
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Posted May 5, 2009  Report post

Just the Topic I've been looking for, for some odd years now...I can't stand any of the
preseason music, Player 1's music for the playoffs, and Player 2's for the regular season.
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Posted May 6, 2009  Report post

I read up on this a bit one time. I concluded that it would take waaayyy too much time,
especially to do a good job with it.
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sigs.php?player=dajabec
Tecmo Tunes Tecmo-themed song parodies
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If you ever do it, this would be great for a late 1980s rom

CBS Sports NFL "Pots & Pans" '86 intro (8-bit remix)CBS Sports NFL "Pots & Pans" '86 intro (8-bit remix)
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AIM = bgboud2
sigs.php?player=bgboud2
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Posted January 20, 2010  Report post

Does anyone know the music location in SNES TSB I?
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Member
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Posted March 18, 2010  Report post

How do you actually change the In-Game music in a hex editor, or any kind of editor?

  Quote

"That woman who knew I had Dyslexia, I never interviewed her".
-George W. Bush, Sept. 16, 2000

 


